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ABSTRACT

Standard migration models generally focus on permanent migration flows as a

consequence of expected wage differentials, yet much of the migration observed today

is temporary. What are the economic explanations for return migration to the low

wage area? Based on the descriptive literature, several models providing answers are

presented and their implications explored. It is suggested that consideration of both

relative real wage rates and relative price levels is critical, and that wealth effects,

capital ownership, and family characteristics play important roles.

RESUME

Les modeles standard de migration sont g6n ralement orient6s vers une

migration permanente incit6e par des diff6rences de salaire escomptees. Cependant,

de nombreuses migrations actuelles sont temporaires. Quels sont les facteurs

explicatifs du retour vers le point d'origine, ou les salaires sont moins alev6s? Cette

analyse pr6sente plusieurs modeles, bas6s sur la littfrature descriptive, qui fournissent

des r6ponses a la question pos6e ci-dessus. L'analyse concernera 6galement les

implications de ces modeles. II est essentiel de tenir compte des salaires r6els relatifs

aussi bien que des prix relatifs. Les effets de la fortune fonciere, la possession de

capital et la structure familiale jouent aussi des roles importants.
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INTRODUCTION

Standard economic migration models are generally based on the premise that

individuals evaluate wage-earning opportunities, locating permanently in the area with

the highest (implicit, expected, and/or net) wage. Yet large amounts of temporary or

return migration are observed throughout the world,2 in spite of maintained large wage

differentials between the relevant regions. Why do people return to the low wage

area? In this paper economic models of planned return migration are explored.

Specifically, a simple, neoclassical, utility-maximizing model is proposed incorporating

the assumption of a fixed wage differential. In this context the determinants of

temporary migration and the length of stay are examined, as well as the responses to

changes in the wage differential. Unlike in many migration models, wealth effects are

found to play a key role in migration decision making.

Before proceeding further, we dismiss the obvious noneconomic explanation for

return migration. Much of the temporary migration is international, and generally the

legal restrictions are stricter for permanent than for temporary immigration.

Certainly, these legal barriers (and their enforcement) act as a deterrent to permanent

migration for some.

A second possible explanation is also immediate. Over time we may observe

fluctuations in employment rates, or perhaps individual characteristics associated with

potential earnings. If these are large enough, we may observe changes in the sign of

expected wage differentials. According to a simple Harris-Todaro (1970) model,

migratory flows would reverse. However, given the size of the wage differentials

relevant to most migratory flows, this is unlikely to be an important explanation.

Another possible explantion also follows from the Harris-Todaro model: "failure"

return migration. Ex ante expected wage rates and conditions may be quite different

from ex post actual wage rates and conditions. If the returns to migration don't live up

to expectations, because of bad luck or initial lack of information, we may observe

temporary migration. This is the type of return migration often discussed in the

context of more developed countries. [See for example, Appleyard (1962), DaVanzo

(1976) and (1981), Kau and Simmons (1976), Lee (1966), and Vanderkamp (1971) and

(1972). ]

Here, however, we are concerned with planned temporary migration -- migrants
who temporarily supply labor in a different area with the intention of returning home.
What are the economic explanations for anticipated return migration, given a
continuing, of ten large, expected wage differential?

1
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To address the question, first a standard microeconomic model of labor supply

from rural areas in less developed countries is briefly reviewed and analyzed in the

context of temporary migration. Then a model of temporary migration with fixed

wage differentials is formulated, incorporating different cost of living indices in the

two areas as well as possible disutility associated directly with the migrant area.

Third, two other explanations are briefly explored: the role of capital market

constraints and risk aversion in inducing temporary migration.

I. MODELS OF PEASANT FARMERS

Perhaps the existing type of model most amenable to analysis of temporary

migration is that of off-farm labor supply by peasant farmers. Economic models of

peasant farmers or agricultural households have existed for many years. [ See

Chayanov (1925), Nakajima (1969), and Sen (1966) for examples.] They are becoming

increasingly popular as microeconomic data on family farm behavior becomes

available. [See, for example, Barnum and Squire (1979).]

In these models the possibility of dividing working time between time at home

and time as a wageworker arises because of two basic assumptions: private land

ownership and diminishing productivity of labor. Indeed, with these assumptions a

simple profit maximization model would require that the peasant work on the family

farm until the value of the marginal product of labor is just equal to the market wage.

The remaining working time is spent as a wageworker.

The standard models of peasant behavior, however, are generally stated as

utility-maximizing models, with leisure and consumption as the two goods. In this

framework, a time constraint must be added. Total time is allocated to leisure, time

at home working on the farm, and time as a wageworker. This formulation of the

model has rather different comparative static results. With a straight profit

maximization model, an increase in the wage rate (wm) unambiguously increases the

amount of migrant labor, and in fact is equivalent to a reduction in the price of

agricultural output (P) in its effect on labor allocation.

Now consider a utility-maximizing peasant farmer. The impact of an increase in

wm can be separated into three effects: (a) a substitution of wage (or rigrant) labor,

m, for labor on the home farm, h, (b) substitution of leisure, e, for consumption, c, and

(c) a positive income effect increasing both consumption and leisure if they are normal

goods. The net effect on the supply of wage labor is ambiguous, but labor on the home

farm unambiguously decreases.
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An increase in the price of agricultural output, implying an exogenous increase in

the implicit wage on the farm, does not have the reverse effect. While home farm

labor is substituted for migrant labor, there is no substitution effect between

consumption and leisure since the relative price at the margin (wm) remains

unchanged. The income effect is positive, implying a total impact of increasing both

consumption and leisure if normal goods. Thus wage labor unambiguously decreases as

P rises.

To convert this peasant farmer/wageworker model to one of temporary

migration, a fixed cost of migration, M (presumably round trip), is added and we treat

win as the expected wage rate in the migrant area. It must also be assumed that there

is no local labor market.3 The model is summarized as:

(1) max U(c,e)

subject to

(a) PF(h) + wmm - c - Mz = 0 where z=1lif m > 0,

otherwise z=0

(b) e + h + m = I

Consumption goods are the numeraire, and total time is normalized equal to one. The

production function for home output is F(h). Notation is summarized in Table 1.

The first order conditions can be written as:

(2) A = Uc = Ue/PFh

(3) Ue/w <A with equality if m > 0

(4) m > 0 if 0 (0)< Q(m*) where Q (0) is the solution to the maximization problem

(1), constraining m and z equal to 0, and S (m*) is the solution to (1) requiring

that migration costs M be paid. Partial derivatives are denoted by subscripts,

and A represents the marginal utility of income.

The budget constraint is shown in Diagram 1. If the peasant farmer chooses not

to migrate, migration costs are avoided and budget constraint (i) is relevant. If

migration costs are paid, budget constraint (ii) outlines the feasible options. The outer

boundary of these two constraints gives us the "budget frontier." Notice that very

short periods of migration will never be chosen, but there may be a migrant wage

(shown in Diagram 1) at which the farmer is indifferent between staying on the farm

full time and spending a positive amount of time as a migrant.

Starting with a peasant farmer who is indifferent between migrating and staying
at home, we can consider the impact of an increase in landholdings. The increment in
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF NOTATION

Peasant Farmer Model:

c = consumption

e = leisure

h = amount of labor supplied on home farm

m = amount of migrant labor supplied

M = fixed costs of migrating

P = price of output produced at home

A = marginal utility of income

w = wage rate in area i

Fixed Wage Differential Model:

A = value of assets owned

c = consumption

e = leisure

M = fixed costs of migrating

p = price level in migrant area

q = fraction of time spent in migrant area

q = maximum fraction of time that can be spent away
from home

r = return earned on assets

wl = wage rate in area i

A = marginal utility of income

x = dummy variable for location

Superscripts:

m represents values in migrant area

v represents values in home or village area
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DIAGRAM I.

BUDGET CONSTRAINT FOR PEASANT FARMER

WITH FIXED MIGRATION COSTS

slope -W°

con sumpt ion

(c)

cost of

migration
(M)

leisure (e)
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utility for this increase is A PFK, where FK is the marginal product of land. We ask

"under which option (migrate or not) is utility increased by more?" First, remember

that initially the nonmigrant uses more labor on the farm than does the migrant. If

labor and land are complements (FLK > 0), this implies that FK is'greater for the

nonmigrant. Second, in the Appendix it is shown that the marginal utility of income

(A) is greater for the nonmigrant if both goods are normal. Intuitively, consider that

while utility is initially equal for both options, as is the price of consumption goods,

the implicit price of leisure is higher for the migrant. An extra unit of income goes

partially towards the purchase of leisure if it is a normal good, but "buys less utility"

for the migrant, Thus, X PFK is larger for the nonrnigrant option, and the farmer with

more land will choose not to migrate at all.

For the migrating peasant farmer, the qualitative comparative static results

presented earlier (changes in wm and P) continue to hold; the marginal conditions for a

utility maximum have not changed.

One other exogenous change is of interest -- that of an increase in the fixed cost

of migration. First, notice that an increase in M reduces the net income and thus

utility of any migrant, while it does not affect any nonmigrant. Any peasant farmer

previously indifferent between migrating and staying at home now unambiguously

chooses to stay at home. Second, for those continuing to migrate this increase in costs

is equivalent to a lump sum decrease in income. Assuming normal goods, this implies a

decrease in leisure exactly compensated by an increase in time spent in the migrant

area. Thus an increase in migration costs decreases the number of migrants, but

increases the length of stay for those who do go. The net impact on the supply of

migrant labor is ambiguous.

In sum, the model suggests that under conditions of private landownership and

diminishing labor productivity at home, where labor market opportunities are available

at fixed migration cost, temporary migration is a likely outcome. The supply of

migrant labor is likely to be inelastic with respect to the migrant wage, or even

backward bending, while home farm labor (and thus agricultural output) always

responds positively to an increase in the price of that output. Those with more land

are less likely to migrate, and an increase in migration costs may increase or decrease

the total supply of migrant labor.

II. TEMPORARY MIGRATION WITH A FIXED EXPECTED WAGE DIFFERENTIAL

While the above model is quite sufficient for understanding temporary migration

in some areas, it is inappropriate for rnany parts of the world and times in history.
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First, in the model above no local labor markets exist, and when migration occurs the

implicit wages in the two areas (wm and PFh) are equated; the expected wage

differential ex post is zero for any migrant, although PFh is less than wr for those

who don't choose to migrate. Second, the price index of consumption goods is assumed

to be independent of the amount of time spent in the migrant area. This is

inappropriate if high wage areas also have a high cost of living. Third, many

temporary migrants are not land or productive-capital owners in the region of origin,

but are wage earners in both the sending and receiving areas. And fourth, in some

areas (for example, colonial Africa 4 ) land is not considered to be a scarce factor.

Under these conditions the marginal productivity of labor is likely to be relatively

constant. We are essentially back to a model with exogenous wages (from the

individual migrant's point of view) in both regions. Why does the potential migrant

choose not to go permanently to the area with the highest (implicit) (expected) wage

rate?

In discussions of temporary or return migration in the descriptive literature of

less developed countries, five reasons are most commonly cited. They are:

1) The cost of living in the receiving area is "too high." Money earned as a

migrant goes much further in the home region, and the family's standard of

living would have to be reduced substantially if they were all to live in the

receiving area [see Connell et al. (1976, p. 122) , Cornelius (1976, p. 122),

Elkan (1960, p. 134), Garbett (1975, p. 115), Grant and Zelenietz (1980, p.

231), Hugo (1981, p. 199), and Manona (1980, p. 189)].

2) There is disutility associated directly with being away from the home

region. This may be due to separation from friends and family, major

cultural and language differences between the sending and receiving areas,

or discrimination in the receiving area [see Azmaz (1980, p. 35-36),

Cornelius (1976, p. 42-43), DaVanzo (1981, p. 93), Elkan (1960, p. 133),

Lucas (1981, p. 87), Power (1979, p. 2)].

3) Asset ownership and the claim to returns on assets cannot be maintained if

some time is not spent in the region of origin. In addition, assets cannot be

capitalized at their true value [ see Berg (1965, p. 163), Cornelius (1976, p.

43), DaVanzo (1981, p. 116), Elkan (1960, p. 135 and 1980, p. 585), Garbett

(1975, p. 116-117), Nagata (1974, p. 318)].

4) Working capital is the scarce factor in the home region due to capital

market imperfections. Migration to earn cash for use in production in the

sending area maximizes income given the financial market constraints [see
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Azmaz (1980, p. 37), Colclough and McCarthy (1980, p. 174), Connell et al.

(1976, p. 122), Cornelius (1976, p. 36-37), Elkan (1960, p. 131), Kayser

(1972, p. 21), Miracle and Berry (1970, p. 96-98)].

5) Earnings in both the sending and receiving area are uncertain. Working in

two regions is a way of diversifying the earnings portfolio [see Connell et

al. (1976, p. 122), Cornelius (1976, p. 12), DaVanzo (1981, p. 113), Elkan

(1960, p. 136), Nagata (1974, p. 318), Sabot (1982, p. 29)].

A. A Utility Maximization Model

Here a simple two-region utility maximization model is specified, derived largely

from standard labor supply models. The conditions under which planned temporary

migration maximizes utility is discussed in the context of reasons (1) - (3) above;5

discussions of (4) and (5) are postponed to the following section.

1. The model description. -- In the model presented here the allocation of

time between two areas is considered, as is consumption and leisure in each area. The

expected wage rate in each area is exogenously determined and the price level is

assumed to be higher in the receiving area. There may be some disutility derived

directly from being in the migrant area. It is shown that the predictions of this model

are frequently qualitatively the same as for the peasant farmer models, although for

quite different reasons. Important differences in the implications of the models are

also pointed out.

In the model an individual (or family) maximizes utility over a given time period.

The amount of leisure (e) and consumption (c) in each area, as well as the fraction of

time spent in the migrant area (q) must be chosen. Income is derived from wage

earnings and an exogenous level of return on assets (rA). The wage in the home region

or village is represented by w , and the expected migrant wage is wm. In addition to

expenditures on consumption, some income may have to be allocated to the fixed costs

of migration (M).

Normalizing time equal to one, the model is stated as:6

(5) max (1-q)U(cv,ev,x) + qU(c ,em, x)

subject to

(a) r A + wv (l-q) (1-eV) + qwmrn rn)

- (1-q)cv - pcm q - M z = 0

where z=1 if q > 0, otherwise z=0
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(b) 0 < q < q <1

Notation is summarized in Table 1.

The instantaneous utility function U is assumed to be concave in its arguments.

The variable x is a dummy variable representing location. We define U as the
x

increment to utility during any instant of time derived from being at home rather than

in the migrant area, holding levels of leisure and consumption fixed. We assume that

location is an additively separable component of utility, so U can be treated as a

parameter in the model.

Constraint (la) is the budget constraint for a given time period. Total income is

composed of returns to assets and wage income in both sectors, while expenditures go

to consumption and migration costs. Reutrns to assets can be considered as a proxy

for any other nonwage sources of income (such as gifts from other family members) or

other expenditure requirements if negative (such as support of dependents). The price

of village consumption goods is normalized to one, while p must be paid in the migrant

area.

Constraint (5b) indicates the limits on the fraction of total time that can be

spent in the migrant sector while still maintaining asset ownership and returns in the

sending area. Implicitly we are suggesting that at some point, (q=j), U becomes a

rapidly increasing function of time away. Thus the migrant will never respond to small

parameter changes by staying away longer. While the endogenous determination of the

upper boundary, q, is out of the scope of this paper, it merits some discussion. Largely

it may be determined by cultural and institutional factors such as family structure and

land tenure systems. In addition, heterogeneity of labor and the linkages to asset

returns may be important. For example, while male labor may have relatively high

returns in the receiving area, the reverse may be true for women and children. In

addition, the returns to assets (particularly land) may depend on the availability of

labor in the sending area. Thus short run income maximization might require that

males migrate while women and children remain, but maintenance of family ties

requires that the men spend a certain portion of time, (1-q), at home.

Utility maximization yields the following first order conditions for each

household:

(6) Um/p = Uv = U Um/wmc c e e

where A is the marginal utility of income,
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(7) 0 (0) > j(q*) if q = 0, where c(0) is the solution to the maximum in (4)

subject to q = 0 and setting z = 0, and Q(q*) is the solution

when requiring that M be paid but allowing q to be

positive.

(8) -U(c , e ) + U(cm ,em X

+A[ -wv(l-ev) + wm(lem) + cv - pcm) = 0if 0 < q < q

> 0 if q = q

Under the assumption that U is concave, it can be shown that the second order

conditions for a maximum are satisfied.

The first condition, (6), states the standard result that the value of the marginal

utility is equated across goods. In this case, the price of leisure is equal to w' in the

village and wm in the migrant area.

Condition (7) states that for any migration to occur the utility maximum allowing

for migration but requiring payment of the fixed migration costs must exceed that of

the maximum where all time is spent at home and payment of the fixed migration

costs is avoided. Because of the fixed costs, q will never be chosen very close to zero.

Condition (8) determines the fraction of time spent in the migrant sector, given

that (6) holds and some migration is optimal. If 0 < q < q, the marginal utility of

more time spent at home [ U(cv, eV) - U(cm, em) + U ] divided by the "price" of

staying home [ wv (1-e ) - wm (nem) + cV - pcm is equal to the marginal utility

of income. Note that even if U is equal to 0, temporary migration may be chosen.

Not surprisingly condition (7) implies that if either the psychic migration costs

are positive or p is greater than 1, then the migrant's nominal wage must exceed the

nominal wage in the village for migration to occur. Condition (8) implies that if

migration does occur, then utility maximization requires that the utility during a unit

of time spent residing in the village will exceed the utility during time as a migrant.

This is shown formally in the Appendix. With the wage and cost of living higher in the

migrant area, it is optimal to work harder and/or consume less while there -- implying

a lower level of utility, and to take more leisure and/or consume more in the village

where the opportunity cost is less.

2. A framework for analysis. -- Before proceeding with the cornparative

statics, a framework for the analysis is presented. It is convenient to first write

demand functions for leisure and consumption in both areas as functions of prices and

the marginal utility of incorne (X ), holding the fraction of tirne as a rnigrant constant.

Differentiation of (6) yields the following:
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(9) c1 = cl( ,wIp-), i =v, m

(10) el = el(A ~,-w ~, p'), i = v, m

Signs of partial derivatives are indicated above the variable.

Next the first order condition for an interior solution for q, (8), is differentiated

to give:

(11) g d A - d(U ) - X(1-eV) dwV + A(1-em) dwm - X cmdp = 0

where g = -w' (1-ev) + wm(l-em) + cv - pcm

Since U ?_.0 by assurption and U(cV, ev) > U(cm em), the first order condition for

q implies that g is positive, or that the surplus (wage earnings minus implicit

expenditures on consumption and leisure) during time as a migrant worker exceeds that

during time in the village. That is, the price of staying home must be positive if the

migrant chooses to migrate but be away for less than the maximum amount of time.

For comparative statics, the only step remaining is to fully differentiate the

budget constraint. Here it will only be noted that an increase in A , holding q and

prices constant, relaxes the budget constraint. Since all expenditures (except for

migration) decrease with an increase in X, the derivative of the budget constraint with

respect to A is positive for a given q.

It can be seen that the system of differential equations (9) - (11) and the

differentiated budget constraint take a block recursive form. If q is chosen between

zero and the maximum, then any comparative static change in A can be calculated in

equation (11). Substituting this and the exogenous parameter change into (8) - (10), the

changes in demand can be found. Last, these solutions can be substituted into the

budget constraint to find the change in the amount of time spent as a migrant.

If q is constrained at 0 or q, the problem becomes a standard one-location utility

maximization problem, and equation (11) is dropped.

Unlike many migration models, a key driving force in this model is the wealth or

income effect. How does an exogenous change in income or wealth alter the amount

of migrant labor supplied?

First, suppose that there is an individual that is just indifferent between choosing

a positive level of migration and no migration at all. If we marginally increase asset

holdings, staying home will be the preferable option. This is because, as in the peasant

farmer model, the marginal utility of income is greater under the stay at home option.

But the reason for this is quite different. Intuitively, under the migrant option,time at

home is traded for more consumption while at home. This higher level of consumption

corresponds to a lower marginal utility of income. This is shown formally in the

Appendix.
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If a migrant is spending some, but not all time away from home, then staying

home can be treated as another good. Utility is higher while at home (even if U = 0)

but net savings less. Thus an increase in wealth can be spent on spending more time at

home.

B. Comparative Static Results

Here we examine the impact of exogenous changes in economic conditions. The

analysis begins with the introduction of migrant wage-earning opportunities into a

village community, and the transition from village workers to temporary migrants.

This is followed by an examination of economic responses of temporary migrants, and

finally an analysis of migrants who migrate for the maximum amount of time (q ), or

"full-time migrants."

1. The introduction of migrant wage-earning opportunities. -- Not surpris-

ingly, a first implication of the model is that if the migrant wage offered is high

enough, an individual can be induced to spend at least some time working in the

migrant area, all else held fixed. The reservation wage is defined as the migrant's

wage that makes the individual just indifferent between the two options, or Q (q*) just

equal to Q(0), holding values of all other exogenous variables fixed. Beginning at a very

low migrant's wage, how do these utility maximums change as the migrant's wage

increases?

First, if the migrant's wage is low enough, it is not worthwhile to spend any time

as a migrant even if the fixed migration costs must be paid. That is, q* will be chosen

equal to zero. Here, the marginal benefit of spending time in the migrant area is less

than the marginal cost. As the migrant's wage increases from this level, the marginal

benefit also increases. Eventually, the marginal benefit becomes equal to the marginal

cost, and it is optimal to choose some positive level of migration, given that the fixed

costs must be paid. Further increases in wm increase l (q*), since it results in a direct

increase in income, but leaves Q(O) unchanged. A continued increase in wm will

eventually increase Q (q*) just equal to Q (0). This is the reservation wage. Any higher

migrant's wage will result in temporary migration.

We also know that a wealthier individual (with identical preferences) will have a

higher reservation wage, even though he/she faces identical labor market opportunities

as the poorer individual. Beginning at a point of indifference, higher asset holdings

will result in a decision not to migrate. To induce this wealthier individual to rnigrate,

a higher migrant's wage must be paid.

We can also say something about the impact of migrant wage opportunities on

the distribuiton of villagers' standard of living. Migration has a very strong equalizing
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effect for those that in fact migrate. All households choosing q between 0 and q will

choose the same levels of village and migrant consumption and leisure. This can be

seen first looking at equation (11). Holding wages and migration costs constant, A

must remain constant. Thus from (9) - (10), all consumption and leisure expenditures

for both worker types are unaffected by an increase in assets. The only difference

between richer and poorer households is that the poor spend more time away from

home, given that the amount of time spent away is constrained neither by zero nor its

upper boundary. Any further analysis of the distributional impact would require

consideration of i) a cash constraint for migration (households too poor to come up

with the fixed migration costs); and ii) the impact of remittances on village prices,

particularly the price of land.

2. The temporary migrant. -- Here we examine the impact of changes in

wages and migration costs on the economic behavior of temporary migrants, assuming

that the amount of time spent in the migrant sector is less than the feasible maximum.

a.) An increase in the village wage. -- The impact of an increase in the village

wage can be divided into three effects: i) an income effect, ii) a substitution effect

away from village leisure, and iii) a direct substitution effect away from migration.

All three effects act to decrease the amount of migration, but differ somewhat from

the peasant farmer analysis.

If the amount of leisure in each area were held constant, then the wage increase

would directly increase income. At the initial levels of consumption, the individual

could afford to stay in the village longer. However, the increase in the village wage

also results in a substitution effect away from village leisure. This has a positive

impact on village consumption, but also provides a further increase in income. This

allows a further reduction in the amount of time spent in the migrant area.

Additionally, the "price" of staying home, or the difference between the migrant's and

villager's surplus, has decreased. This is a disincentive to migrate.

It should be noted that the decrease in income due to this last additional

decrease in migration must be compensated by decreases in leisure and consumption in

both areas. Technically this is due to the increase in the marginal utility of income

indicated by equation (11). Thus the net impact of an increase in w is a decrease in

the amount of time spent away, but also an unambiguous decrease in village leisure. In
addition, village consumption may decrease. Also, consurnption and leisure are both

decreased during time as a migrant. This implies that remittances (or saving) per unit

of time would be higher for migrants from a high wage that a low wage village, all else

held constant.
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The response to an increase in the village wage is quite different from the

peasant farmer model. Here work effort in both areas increases; the peasant farmer

increases leisure. Here consumption may even decrease in both areas; the peasant

farmer unambiguously increases consumption. Both, however, spend more time in the

village.

This response also differs sharply from a simple labor supply model. In the

standard labor supply analysis (setting q=O), the impact of an increase in the village

wage results in a positive income effect for consumption and leisure, and a substitution

effect away from leisure. Thus consumption unambiguously increases, while village

labor supply may increase or decrease. That is, the temporary migrant in general has a

larger positive labor supply response to an increase in the village wage than a standard

labor supply analysis would predict.

b.) An increase in the migrant wage. -- The impact of an increase in the

migrant wage can also be divided into three effects. This time, however, the signs of

the effects differ. As with the increase in the village wage, the increase in the

migrant wage directly increases income which has the impact of reducing migration.

Also the substituion effect away from migrant leisure has a net positive effect on

income, which in turn acts to reduce migration. This time, however, there is an

increase in the price of staying at home. There is an incentive to increase migration,

which provides a further increase in income. The marginal utility of income declines,

which has a positive effect on levels of consumption and leisure. Thus, the total

impact of an increase in the migrant wage is ambiguous with respect to the amount of

migration. Consumption in both areas and leisure of the village worker, however,

unambiguously increase.

Here the results correspond more closely to the peasant farmer model.

Consumption (in both areas) unambiguously increases. The amount of time spent in the

migrant area may increase or decrease. However, here leisure per unit of time in the

village increases, while total time spent working in the village is ambiguous. The

peasant farmer may increase or decrease leisure, but unambiguously works less on the

family farm.

c.) An increase in migration costs. -- Last, an exogenous change in the fixed

migration costs are considered. Holding prices and wages constant, and assuming that
the choice of the amount of migration is unconstrained by 0 or q, an increase in the

fixed migration costs (M) results in an increase in the amount of time away from home.

This is seen by first examining equation (11), which indicates that the marginal
utility of income is unchanged. Also, from equations (9) and (10), it can be seen that M
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does not enter directly into the demand functions. Therefore, consumption and leisure

in each area are unaffected by this change. Differentiating the budget constraint, the

impact of an increase in M is to directly reduce income. In order to maintain the

existing expenditure patterns the amount of migration must increase. In the peasant

farmer model, migration increases but due to a decrease in leisure resulting from the

income effect.

3. The full-time migrant. -- The full-time migrant, who spends the maximum

amount of time in the migrant sector while maintaining asset holdings and ties in the

village,7 responds quite differently to economic incentives than the temporary

migrant.

With q at its upper boundary, an increase in the wage in the migrant sector will

have no impact on the amount of migration (unless the individual decides to give up

asset holdings and village ties, and increase q from q to 1). There will be the usual

income and substitution effects, and migrant work effort might increase or decrease.

Consumption and leisure in the village increase.

An increase in the village wage also has the usual income and substitution

effects, but the supply of village labor is small in this case since most working time is

spent in the migrant sector. Thus the wage increase results only in a small positive

income effect for consumption and leisure in the migrant area. There is a substitution

away from village leisure, and thus an ambiguous impact on total village labor supply.

III. OTHER MODELS OF PLANNED TEMPORARY MIGRATION

Two additional models providing insight into the motives for temporary migration

are briefly discussed here. In these models a capital market constraint and riskiness of

earned income are considered.

A. Capital Market Imperfections and Temporary Migration

A number of authors have suggested that the lack of financial markets in certain

areas has created the motive for temporary migration. Waters (1973) cites much

evidence from Africa, and it has been also suggested as a possible motive in sending

regions such as Mexico [ Cornelius (1976, pp. 36-37 ]. The essence of the argument is

as follows: although wage-earning opportunities are better in the migrant area,
investment opportunities have a higher return in the region of origin. Two other

conditions are required for temporary rnigration. It must be difficult (impossible) to

borrow in the sending region, so that self-finance is instead prevalent, and the returns
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to labor in the sending region must be critically linked to that individual's ownership of

capital.

As a starting point, consider the case of human capital acquisition, where a

migrant receives not only wages, but training as well.8 Even if we observe sequential

one-period utility maximization, we may find temporary migration. This occurs if the

training received has a substantially higher value in the sending area than in the
migrant area9 

-- enough to reverse the sign of the wage differential. The standard

Harris-Todaro migration model is in force, and each period the individual chooses the

region with the highest wage rate for him or her. A two-period maximization model is

likely to yield the same predictions concerning migration, although temporary

migration might even occur if the initial village wage exceeds the initial migrant

wage.

Now the conditions for temporary migration with physical capital accumulation

can be illustrated in a two-period utility maximization model, where for simplicity

leisure is assumed to be exogenously determined. The problem is to:

(12) max U(c 1, c2 )

subject to:

m i(a) Si = qiw + viw + F[aKi, (1-q1-v1)] - c. > 0

for i = 1, 2, where 0 < q. < q and 0< v. <

(b) S = K  - K1 > 0

In the model the individual can allocate working time proportionately to three

different activities during each period: time as a migrant wage worker (q), as a village

wageworker (v), and as an entrepreneur in the village (1-q-v). The proportion of time
spent as a migrant has an upper boundary, q, which may be less than 1. This maximum

may be of importance, for it is likely necessary to spend at least some time in the

village in order to retain the investment opportunities initially available. That is, time

in the village is required to maintain connections, acquire information, and perhaps

even to retain initial capital holdings.

Income is earned from these three activities, at the fixed wages wn or w , or

through the production function for entrepreneurial activities, F. Entrepreneurial

output depends on labor and effective capital inputs, and is assumed to display the
usual neoclassical properties of diminishing but positive returns. Also it is assumed
that FKL is positive, so that an increment of effective capital increases the marginal
product of labor.
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The amount of capital owned in period i is Ki and a is a measure of the

productivity of capital, so that effective capital is equal to aK.. The amount of saving

is S.. Since borrowing is impossible, saving in each period must be nonnegative. Any
I

saving in period 1 is invested, and thus is equal to the increment to the capital stock

(ignoring depreciation). Since this is only a two-period model, utility maximization

requires that saving in the second period be set equal to zero.

The first order conditions for a maximum can be expressed as follows, letting L

equal labor inputs into entrepreneurial activities and assuming wm > wv:

(13) Uci > FKUc 2  with equality if S > 0

(14) For each period,

(a) If FL <v <wm,then q = q and v= (1-q)

(b) If w < FL m, then q = qand v = 0

(c) If wv < wm < FL,then q = 0 and y = 0

(d) If wV <FL m, then 0 < q < q and v = 0

Temporary migration is a likely outcome of this model, where an individual

migrates the maximum amount in the first period (condition 14 (a) or (b) holds), but

less or even not at all the second period (condition 14 (c) or (d) holds). Three

assumptions are critical for this result. First, the productivity of capital (a) must be

relatively large. Second, capital and labor must be close substitutes (FKL positive and

large), but the capital individual specific (other entrepreneurs can't be hired at a wage

less than the opportunity cost of the individual's time). Third, borrowing for

investment must be infeasible (or at least limited).

Consider an individual initially with very small amounts of capital, so that the

marginal product of labor is small. The individual chooses to migrate for the maximum

period of time, with the remainder of working time spent as a village wage earner. If

no savings occurs, the conditions and choices are identical in the second period. Thus,

c is chosen equal to c2 , and Uci = Uc2. Now consider the first order condition for

saving, equation (13). Lack of saving implies that the marginal product of effective

capital, aFK, must be less than one. If the scaling factor for capital productivity, a,

were to be increased, eventually saving would begin. Thus it is critical to the analysis

that investment opportunities be sufficiently productive to induce saving.

How does this higher level of capital in the second period affect the allocation of

labor? The answer depends on FKL. If, for example, FKL is equal to zero (such as

when investment opportunities consist of simply putting money in a bank), then we still
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observe migration at its maximum the next period. Returns to capital and labor are
independent, and thus factors are allocated to the region where the return is highest.

If, however, the returns to capital and labor are sufficiently positively interdependent,

the larger capital increases FL up to or beyond the migrant wage. Migration decreases

or ceases. Note that if borrowing were possible the investment would occur in the

first period, and migration would be at lower levels throughout.

In this model the impact of a wage change is similar to the peasant farmer rnodel

if each period is considered in isolation. The intertemporal effects are more complex.

An increase in the migrant's wage during the first period, for example, would increase

the amount of savings and thus reduce the amount of time spent away in the second-

period. However, an (expected) increase in the second period migrant's wage suggests

a decrease in savings, assuming some migration occurs in the first period, and thus an

increase in migration in the second period. If savings were constant, an increase in

second period wm would increase second-period migration. This increases income in

the second period and reduces the marginal product of capital, both disincentives to

saving.

B. Risk Aversion and Temporary Migration

The last motive for temporary migration discussed here is that of risk aversion.

In the standard Harris-Todaro migration model, expected income is maximized. As

cited above, it has been suggested in the literature that instead both expected income

and risk enter into the utility maximization problem. It is well known from theories of

portfolio selection [Tobin (1958), Hirshleifer (1970)] that diversification is often an

optimal choice for a risk-averse individual.

Migration decisions can be easily analyzed in this framework.10 Suppose there

are two income-earning opportunities: migrant wage earnings have a high expected

value per unit of time -- wr but also a high variance (V ), while village earnings have

a relatively low mean (wv) and variance (V ). In addition, there is a fixed transactions

cost, M, associated with migration. Utility depends positively on expected income (Y)

and variance (V ), where
y'

(15) Y = qwm + (1-q)wv + rA - Mz, where rA represents riskiess nonwage

income;

(16) y qV~ + ( 2q) + 2q(l-q)Vvm, where Vv is the covariance

between wrn and w v

As long as the variance of income (risk) increases as the arnount of time spent as
a migrant increases, and the marginal utility of risk, Uy, is negative, the utility-
maximizing outcome is likely to be temporary migration.
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We are again able to analyze the impact of wage increase, which is exactly

analagous to an increase in expected returns in a standard portfolio model. If the

return (wage) for the riskier option (migration) increases, it has an ambiguous effect,

assuming expected income and safety are both normal goods. A substitution effect

suggests more migration, but the income effect acts to reduce risk. The net effect on

migration is unclear. An increase in the village wage, however, unambiguously reduces

migration through both income and substitution effects. Similarly, an increase in

riskless nonwage income reduces the amount of migration; both expected income and

safety are increased. Migration costs now play their usual role of preventing migration

if too high, but increasing the amount of time spent away if migration is chosen.

This model is attractive, particularly since it can easily be extended to multiple

wage-earning opportunities and/or family-level decision making, as discussed by

Roberts (1982). However, it should not be pushed too far for several reasons. First,

there are the well-known problems and strong implicit assumptions associated with the

mean-variance model [see Holthausen (1981)]. Second, and perhaps more importantly,

it is assumed in the model that labor allocation decisions must be made before the

state of the world is known. In actuality, however, labor allocation decisions can be

frequently revised. If the harvest is bad, for example, the remainder of that year's

working time can be spent as a migrant.II Third, we have assumed that the village

wage has both a low mean and variance. It is not at all clear that many village

activities are in fact less risky than migrating, farming being the obvious example.12

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper the economic conditions consistent with planned temporary

migration are reviewed. A standard Harris-Todaro model generally considers an

"either/or" migration option. Here we present a variety of circumstances, based on

the descriptive literature, where temporary or circulating migration may be optimal.

In particular we consider the case of continuing fixed wage differentials.

Several factors stand out in the analysis. First, consideration of both nominal

wages and price levels rather than simply real wages is critical in understanding

temporary migration when leisure and consumption decisions are made separately in

the two areas. Temporary migrants can optimize interternporally by working hard and

consuming little in the high price, high nominal wage area. This suggests that, for

example, exchange rate policy will have a large influence on international ternporary

migration flows.
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Second, wealth effects and capital ownership play important roles in determining

the characteristics of temporary migration. Wealthier individuals can "afford" to stay

at home, may be less willing to put in long hours working in the high wage area, and

find the higher price levels particularly costly because of their higher levels of

consumption. However, wealthier individuals may have better investment opportuni-

ties. Under certain conditions including constraints on borrowing, this may provide an

incentive for migration. Also, maintaining claims on assets in one region may require

frequent visits, even though wages are higher in an alternative area.

Finally, family characteristics appear to be important. The need to support

dependents and the desire to be with family members, as well as the possible family-

level unit of decision making are important in determining temporary migration

behavior. In addition, other family members' economic activities can enter

importantly in a risk-reducing strategy.

I
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NOTES

'See Todaro (1976) for a survey of this massive literature.

2 For descriptions of some of these migration flows, for migration within Africa:
see Amin (1974), Berg (1965), Elkan (1960, 1980), Garbett (1975), and Manona (1980);
for migration within Latin America: see Feindt and Browning (1972) and Simmons and
Cardona (1972); for within Asia and the South Pacific: see Grant and Zelenietz (1980)
and Nagata (1974); for the Middle East and North Africa: see Birks and Sinclair (1980);
for migration to Europe: see Azmaz (1980), Bohning (1975), Dayser (1972), Paine
(1974), and Power (1979); and for migration to the U.S.: see Cornelius (1976),
Hernandez-Alvarez (1968), Piore (1979), Selby and Murphy (1982), and Weist (1979).
See also Kritz et al. (1981) for more on international migration and Connell et al.
(1976) for more of a focus on internal migration.

3 If a local labor market exists (with a fixed wage), temporary migration will
never be chosen in this model. A given individual will spend either all working time
away or all at home.

4 Hansen (1979, p. 612) argues that "... surplus land probably was the rule rather
than the exception in the heyday of imperialism and... surplus land, albeit rapidly:
disappearing, still characterizes the situation in some LDC's."

5 The model also encompasses theories of "target" migration, where a migrant
returns after earning a fixed amount [Berg (1961), Connel et al. (1976, p. 124), Grant
and Zelenietz (1980,p. 230), Lucas (1981, p. 87), and Power (1979, p. 2)]. However,
here that target amount is determined endogenously.

6 This model is similar to a two-period version of Heckman and MaCurdy's (1980)
model of female labor supply. The key difference is the endogenous choice in the
amount of time spent under the high wage regime (q), and the possibility of q entering
directly into the utility function.

7 For evidence on this type of migration see, for example, Nagata (1974).

8 The brain drain literature comes close to analyzing skill acquisition in the
context of return migration. Bhagwati (1976) suggests in the comprehensive study of
the brain drain that an increase in access to better jobs back in the LDC after
migrating may play an important role. He also points out that savings in the
developing country could be spent in the LDC at the lower cost of living (p. 18-19).
Further theoretical analysis of temporary migration, however, is not within the scope
of the study. "The skilled irnmigrants frorn LDC's do occasionally happen to return to
their countries of origin, or to other LDC's, ... They also, most unfortunately for
statisticians and economists, do not seem to make up their minds even then and, like
the present author, seem sometirnes to swing to and fro between developing countries
and LDC's." (p. 15).
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9 See Connell et al. (1976, p. 125), Miracle and Berry (1970, P. 89) and Nagata
(1974, p. 317-318) for examples of skill acquisition, education, and return migration.

10 David (1974) presents (more rigorously) a similar model in a somewhat different
contest. He considers different locations as "assets" and treats search costs
endogenously in a model of permanent migration decisions.

11'Cornelius (1976, p. 8) states, "Some [Mexicans] ... migrate to the U.S. only when
there is severe economic necessity caused by drought, a crop failure due to premature
frosts, or some other temporary condition which severely reduces the family income."

1
2 "The peasant often estimates that the risk of not finding a job, or of being

caught and deported by the INS, is substantially lower than the risk of having an
inadequate income in his home community, due to the uncertainties of rainfall and
temperature, fluctuations in the market prices for what he produces, the frequent
unavailability of fertilizer and other necessary inputs to agricultural production, and
many other factors." (Cornelius, 1976, p. 12).
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APPENDICES

This appendix contains two parts. Appendix I relates to characteristics of the

peasant farmer model with migration. Characteristics of the fixed wage differential

temporary migration model are shown in Appendix II.

APPENDIX I.

Given a peasant farmer indifferent between migrating and staying at home, the

marginal utility of income (A) is higher under the staying at home option.

For the staying at home option PFL < w, while for the migrant option PFL = w.

Let w* represent the price of leisure (or implicit wage rate) for a peasant farmer

indifferent between the two options. In choosing levels of leisure and consumption the

difference in the two options arises from the difference in w*. Using the first order

conditions for a utility maximum and requiring that utility remain constant as we move

along the indifference curve, the marginal change in A due to a change in w* can be

calculated:

dA/dw* = [ X(Uce - w*Ucc )/[U (U --w*U e) U (U w*~ )cecc c ee ce e cc ce

The expression is negative if goods are normal. Since w* is higher for the migrant

option, the marginal utility of income must be higher for the stay at home option.

APPENDIX II.

A. For any X,U(cv, ev) > U(c rne)if p > 1 and wm > w

Writing out the expression for the difference in the two utilities:

U(crm) - U(c , e) = f [ Uca+c/a p)| + Ue(a e/3p) ] dp

m

+ wm [fUc(3c/3w)!a + Ue(ae/w)J ] dw

w

The first order conditions in (6) allow us to solve for the c's and e's as functions of A ,
wages, and prices. Holding A fixed,

dc' = (U Adpi - AU dw.)/(U U - U 2)ee ec 1 ee cc ec
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dc' = (-U Adpi + A U dw')/(U U - U 2)ec cc ee cc ec

Substitution gives,

U(cmem)-U(c , ey)[A(UcU e - UaUec)/(UeeUcc -Ue)]dp

wm

+ f [A(UU - UcUec)/(U U - Uec)] dwe cc c ec eecc e
v

w

which is less than zero if both goods are normal, p > I and wm > wv.

B. Demand functions, given an exogenous q.

dc'=[(pU -w1U )dA -AU dw' +AU dp']/(U U -U 2)ee ce ce ee cc ee ec

de = [(wU cc c) d +U dw - A Uce dp ]/(U ccUee -U 2)

for i = v, m

C. If an invidivudal is indifferent between staying home and migrating, then an

individual, identical except for a higher level of initial wealth, will choose not to

migrate.

Define& (0) as the utility maximum in (4) subject to q=0.

Define Q (q*) as the utility maximum when fixed migration costs must be paid,

where an asterisk denotes the optimal solution values of variables.

Define Q = 0 (q*) - Q(0). An individual is indifferent between migrating and

staying at home if Q=O.

Initially setting Q=O, it is differentiated with respect to initial wealth (A):

DQ/3A = (A* - A)r

where A* = marginal utility of income for Q(q*),

A = marginal utility of income for Q(O).
Since Q = 0 initially, we have initially,

-(0) = 1 tq*) = U(cc, ev) = q*U(cm em*) + (1-q*)U(c*, ec) -U*.

Since it is shown above that U(cm me*) < U(cv*, eV*), then U(Cv, eV) must be less
than U(cV*, eV*). Assuming normal goods, this implies that cv < cv'* and ev <eV

From first order condition (6), this implies that X > A *, and that 3 Q/3A is less than

zero.
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